ACROSS
1. Burrowing creature
5. Long low sound
10. Bath
15. Carpet surface
19. Avs
20. Proportion
21. Hide
22. Poker action
23. Organic compounds: 2 wds.
25. Child's plaything
27. Arabian Sea archipelago
28. Flat
30. Skincare essential
31. Beverages
32. Bouquet
33. Puccini role
34. Pushover
35. Child's plaything
36. Movie enthusiast
37. Genuine
38. Movie enthusiast
39. Now
42. Genuine
43. Demagogue: Hyph.
46. Gaping opening
47. Appends
48. Parting word
49. One of the Olympians
50. Child's plaything
51. "Little Women" woman
52. French composer
53. Fraud
55. NBA player
56. Antedates
58. Tired, in a way
59. Doomed one
60. Bakes, said of clay
61. Bear
62. Common plant
63. More wan
64. Stigmatize
65. Defends
68. Lawful
69. Swoon
70. Vacation destination
71. Go, team!
72. Wall pier
73. Back, in a way
74. Strong suit
75. NZ bird
76. Hill's airport code
77. Thaumaturge: Hyph.
78. Stories
79. Bennies
80. Marsh plant
81. Captioned drawings
82. Group of players
83. Merits
84. Lacking resonance
85. Neat and orderly
86. Binge
87. Shank
88. Needing practice
89. Strikebreaker
90. _-relievo
91. Crackpot
92. Profess
93. Protection for a fullback: 2 wds.
94. Mentioned earlier
95. Tongs
96. Burn
97. Something that obfuscates: 2 wds.
98. Ab
101. Summing up
102. Ward off
103. Firth
104. Largest continent
105. Ox
106. Openings
107. Ray flower
108. High-priced

DOWN
1. Pack
2. Panchen _
3. Seed cover
4. Orders
5. Quite serious indeed
6. Events at Epsom Downs
7. Bustard genus
8. Relief
9. Nares
10. Cunning guy
11. Shad genus
12. Throws
13. Key on a keyboard
14. Some horizons
15. Nova _
16. Mata _
17. Likewise
18. Low area
19. "_ Irish Rose"
20. Like a mechanic's overalls
21. "_ Irish Rose"
22. Like a mechanic's overalls
23. Organic compounds: 2 wds.
24. Like a mechanic's overalls
25. Child's plaything
26. Epic poet
27. Like a mechanic's overalls
28. Monks' superior
29. Was contingent
30. Skincare essential
31. Beverages
32. Bouquet
33. Pinchpenny
34. Distinguishing mark
35. Neatness
36. Trick with data: 2 wds.
37. Preserved
38. Preserved
40. Circus performer
41. Pitcher
42. Genuine
43. Demagogue: Hyph.
44. Bladed tools
45. Of a wood
46. Like the Sahara
47. Unwilling
48. Eyelashes
49. Grain portion
50. _ du ventre
51. " '_ Irish Rose"
52. Cap
53. Source
54. Like the Sahara
55. Unwilling
56. Antedates
57. Eyelashes
58. Grain portion
59. Certain retailer
60. Bakes, said of clay
61. Honeymooner
62. Frame over a fire
63. Ship of 1492
64. Belts
65. Arb.
66. "The Road Not _"
67. Of questionable merit
68. Secular
69. Risible
70. Carried
71. Go, team!
72. Wall pier
73. Back, in a way
74. Strong suit
75. NZ bird
76. Hill's airport code
77. Thaumaturge: Hyph.
78. Stories
79. Affectionate
80. Marsh plant
81. Captioned drawings
82. Group of players
83. Merits
84. Lacking resonance
85. Neat and orderly
86. Binge
87. Shank
88. Needing practice
89. Strikebreaker
90. _-relievo
91. Crackpot
92. Profess
93. Protection for a fullback: 2 wds.
94. Mentioned earlier
95. Tongs
96. Burn
97. Something that obfuscates: 2 wds.
98. Ab
100. CSI evidence